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Current ETD Center Statistics
• 52,000+ ETDs currently
– Add 6,000+ this year
• Nearly 23 million total downloads to date
• 28 active institutions
– More setting up
• Newest member
– University of Findlay
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How to Harvest ETDs into your Repository
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Harvesting metadata
• ETD Center metadata
– Uses content in submission form
– Includes direct permalink to ETD
– Available by submission site
• Download then ingest into local IR
• OhioLINK ETD Consumer Guide
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OAI-PMH
• Open Archives Initiative - Protocol for Metadata 
Harvesting
• Three metadata formats
– oai_dc Simple (unqualified) Dublin Core
– oai_etdms ETD-MS 1.0
– marc21 MARCXML
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ETDcat
• Two step process
– Download MARC data https://etdcat.ohiolink.edu/
• Provides AACR2 and RDA records
• Built in-house, has simple interface
– Transform MARC  MARCXML
• Option in MarcEdit by Terry Reese
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The Use ORCID in the ETD Center
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ORCID Identifiers
• Open Researcher and Contributor ID
– Unique 16-digit
• March Enhancement
– Associated with a submitter
– Display in ETD Center
– Searchable field
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Questions
Emily Flynn
Metadata and ETD Coordinator, OhioLINK 
emily@ohiolink.edu
Like Us on Facebook: http://facebook.com/OhioLINK
Follow Us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/ohiolink
1224 Kinnear Road
Columbus, OH 43212
Phone: (614) 485-6730
